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1. Network model of neurodegeneration

Seeley et al. (2009) Neuron



A = Amyloid
T = Tau
N = Neurodegeneration

2. AT(N): Towards a biological definition of AD
ATN profiles Biomarker category

A-T-N- Normal AD biomarkers

A+T-N- Alzheimers pathophysiology

Alzheimer’s 
pathophysiological 

continuum*

A+T-N+ Alzheimers pathophysiology

A+T+N- Alzheimers disease

A+T+N+ Alzheimers disease

A-T+N- Non- AD pathophysiology

A-T-N+ Non- AD pathophysiology

A-T+N+ Non- AD pathophysiology

NIA-AA Research Framework: Jack et al. (2018) Alzheimer’s & Dementia



3. Spread of amyloid-β pathology
Aβ PET Default mode network Hub regions Aerobic glycolysis

Jagust & Mormino (2011) Trends Cog Sci; Buckner et al. (2019) J Neurosci; Vaishnavi et al. (2010) PNAS



CSF

Amyloid-β pathology: PET vs CSF
PET

Mattsson et al. (2015) Brain

Higher frequency of CSF+/PET- vs CSF-/PET+
à CSF becomes abnormal before PET?

Discordant in 10-20% of cases



Palmqvist et al. (2017) Nature Communications

Earliest Aβ PET changes are observed in default mode network 
regions and other multimodal association areas

CSF+/PET-
vs

CSF-/PET-

Longitudinal Aβ PET changes DMN



4. Spread of Tau pathology

Leuzy et al. (2019) Molecular Psychiatry
fluorescence microscopy. The chemical structures of T726
and T807 are shown in Fig. 2. Although clearly not identical,
the compounds belong to the same class of carbazoles and do
compete with each other (data not shown) when the tracer
[18F]T807 (20 mCi) and T726 (0.1-5 mM) are incubated to-
gether on the same brain section. This serves as further evi-
dence that T807 and T726 occupy the same binding sites.

3.2. PHF-tau and Ab IHC screening of 45 human brains

Human brain sections from different brains were divided
into three groups according to their PHF-tau and Ab burden
as determined by double immunostaining.GroupAhadPHF-
tau and Ab plaque-rich deposits (both loads ! 0.3%), group
B had poor PHF-tau but Ab plaque-rich deposits (PHF-tau
load , 0.3%, Ab ! 0.3%), and group C was negative for
both PHF-tau and Ab plaque deposits (both loads , 0.3%).
The clinical diagnosis for the 20 tau-positive brains was
AD. Twenty-four of 28 Ab-positive brains had a clinical di-
agnosis of AD; the remaining 4 Ab-positive brains were
non-AD cases. Seven of the clinically AD diagnosed brains
were not found to have any PHF-tau or Ab deposits. All the
tau-rich brains also had Ab deposits. We had no brains that
were PHF-tau positive and Ab negative.

3.3. [18F]T807 binds specifically to native PHF-tau
aggregates in human brain sections

Autoradiography with [18F]T807 was performed on fron-
tal brain sections that were obtained from 26 brains, includ-
ing groups A (n 5 8), B (n 5 9), and C (n 5 9). Strong
signals in the gray matter from group A were observed,
whereas weak or no signals in the cortex regions in group
B sections were detected (Fig 3A). The average [18F]T807
binding signal intensity in the gray matter of group A was
25.7 times higher when compared with group B
(1018 6 173 PSL/mm2 vs 39 6 15 PSL/mm2, P , .001).
Only background autoradiography signals were found on
the sections from the normal brains of group C (27 6 11
PSL/mm2).

Adjacent brain sections were double immunostained with
PHF-tau and Ab42, and were compared with [18F]T807 auto-
radiography (Fig. 3B). In all tissue sections examined, pos-
itive [18F]T807 signals colocalized with PHF-tau
immunostaining, but not with Ab plaques, as indicated.

The PHF-tau and Ab loads on adjacent sections from
these 26 brains were measured and correlated with autoradi-
ography signals of [18F]T807. These results suggested that
[18F]T807 binding correlated with PHF-tau (Fig. 4A) but
not with Ab (Fig. 4B), and further confirmed that [18F]
T807 bound to native PHF-tau aggregates of human AD
brain with high specificity and weak or no interaction with
native Ab plaques.

3.4. [18F]T807 tau binding affinity measurement

The binding affinities of [18F]T807 to native tau tangles
and Ab were analyzed by saturation binding experiments
performed on two sets of brain sections (Fig. 5). The degree
of linearity in the Scatchard plot indicated that the binding of
the tracer to tau aggregates was well defined within only one
type of binding site, which might be the origin of the
selectivity of [18F]T807. From the Scatchard analysis, the
Kd value for [18F]T807 was determined to be 14.6 nM
(Fig. 5B). Because of the heterogeneous nature of the assay,
the Kd value is only a relative measure of binding affinity. It
cannot be compared directly with published Kd values for
amyloid tracers because of these methodological differ-
ences. An attempt was also made to determine the Kd value
for native amyloid plaques. However, at lower ligand con-
centrations (,200 nM), the autoradiographic signals were
indistinguishable from the background (negative control)
as a result of weak binding. At higher concentrations, the
binding pattern was highly nonspecific and random. There-
fore, a nonlinear regression analysis did not result in a linear
function in the Scatchard plot and, as a result, a Kd value for
amyloid could not be derived from the kinetic analysis (data
not shown). This is yet another indication that [18F]T807
does not bind to Ab.

3.5. [18F]T807 crosses the blood–brain barrier efficiently

With a low molecular weight (262.1 g/mol), a calculated
octanol/water partition coefficient (logPoct) of 3.4 (by Chem-
BioDraw Ultra 12.0), a measured LogP of 1.67, and a high
specific radioactivity of 9.63 Ci/mmol, [18F]T807 should be
able to cross the blood–brain barrier and provide good brain
PET images. This was confirmed by in vivo PET imaging in
mice (n5 6, Fig. 6), which revealed that [18F]T807 displayed
rapid brain penetration and fast washout. The average peak
percent injected dose per gram of [18F]T807 was
4.16 6 0.32 at 2 minutes after the injection, and cleared to
skeletal muscle levels in about 25 to 30 minutes. The tracer
showed some accumulation in the bone, presumably because
of defluorination, which results in the release of [18F]fluoride
into the blood; however, the bone activity did not increase
significantly over time.

3.6. Biodistribution and excretion of [18F]T807 in mice

[18F]T807 cleared rapidly from the brain, with activity
values decreasing from 4.43% ID/g at 5 minutes to

Fig. 2. Chemical structures of T726 (N-(2-fluoroethyl)-N-methyl-5H-pyr-
ido[3,2-b]indol-7-amine) and T807 (7-(6-fluoropyridin-3-yl)-5H-pyrido
[4,3-b]indole).

C.-F. Xia et al. / Alzheimer’s & Dementia 9 (2013) 666–676 671
T807 à AV-1451 à Flortaucipir

Xia et al. Alz & Dementia (2013)
Chien et al. JAD (2013)
Marquie et al. Ann Neurol (2017)



Imaging application of NFT Braak staging

Braak 1
Entorhinal cortex

Braak 2
Hippocampus

Braak III
Parahippocampal gyrus, Lingual gyrus,
Amygdala

Braak IV
Inferior temporal , Middle temporal,
Temporal pole, Thalamus, Caudal/rostral/
posterior cingulate, Insula

Braak V
Frontal, Parietal, Occipital, Transverse,
Sup Temporal & banks, Precuneus,
Caudate nucleus, Putamen

Braak VI
Post-, Pre- and Paracentral gyrus, 
Cuneus, Pericalcarine



Longitudinal Tau PET

Jack et al. 2018 Brain

1. Highest rates of tau accumulation in AD vs controls
2. Subtly more tau accumulation in Aβ+ vs Aβ- controls

Harrison et al. 2019 Annals of Neurology
Pontecorvo et al. 2019 Brain
Cho et al. 2019 JNM

Annual change in tau PET signal:
1. 0-2% in Aβ+ controls
2. 3-8% in symptomatic AD 
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Network spread of tau pathology?

Tau PET covariance
in AD 63 patients

Functional connectivity
in 1,000 young adults

Visual network seed

Ossenkoppele et al. (2019)
NeuroImage Clinical

Executive control network seed Default mode network seed

Tau PET

fMRI



Ossenkoppele et al. (2019)
NeuroImage Clinical

Network spread specific to tau pathology?

Stronger network spread
for tau compared to Aβ 



Functional connectivity brain architecture predicts 
the rate of tau accumulation

Franzmeier et al. (in press)
Nature Communications



5. Interplay between Amyloid-β and Tau pathology

Van der Kant, Goldstein & Ossenkoppele (2019) Nature Reviews Neuroscience



Tau positivity almost exclusively occurs in Amyloid-positive persons
(+ higher rates of tau accumulation)

Evidence supporting Amyloid-β cascade model

Tau PET+Tau PET-

Ossenkoppele et al. (2018) JAMA



Follow-up (years) Follow-up (years) Follow-up (years)

Higher tau PET signal 5 years later in CSF+/PET+ vs all other groups

Amyloid-β

Of the 34 Amyloid-β CSF+/PET- subjects:
- 11 (32%) turned Amyloid-β PET+
- Only 1 (3%) turned Tau PET+

CSF Aβ+ à PET Aβ+ à PET Tau+ 

“It takes two to tangle”

Reimand et al. Submitted



Van der Kant, Goldstein & Ossenkoppele (2019) Nature Reviews Neuroscience

Spatial paradox Primary age-related tauopathy (PART)



Sepulcre et al. (2018) Nature Medicine

Tau propagation pattern

Neurogenetic contributions to tau and Aβ spread

Aβ propagation pattern

Spatial overlap with 
gene expression 
from the AHBA



Van der Kant, Goldstein & Ossenkoppele (2019) Nature Reviews Neuroscience



Biogen presentation at CTAD – December 2019



6. Amyloid-β and Tau vs Neurodegeneration

Visual system

Patients with PCA (the “visual variant of AD”)



Tau, but not Aβ, mirrors the pattern of neurodegeneration

Tau pathology exceeds FDG pattern, predicts future hypometabolism?
Ossenkoppele et al. (2015) Annals of Neurology; Ossenkoppele et al. (2016) Brain 



Patients
32 patients with clinical AD and positive PIB-PET scan

FTPPIB 3T MRI 3T MRI
Baseline

Time between MRIs: 15 ± 3 months

Follow-up

Does tau PET elevation precede and predict future atrophy?
(severity and topography)

Aβ-PET, tau-PET and future atrophy La Joie et al, 
Sci. Transl. Med (in press)
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r2 = .09, p = .07 r2 = .45, p < .001

The intensity of tau-PET (not amyloid) binding at baseline predicts the severity of subsequent atrophy

Baseline Follow-up

SPM12 
longitudinal 

pipeline

Annualized 
Jacobians

(Δ volume)

Cortical mask

Bivariate correlations
METHODS

PIB FTP MRI MRI

Aβ-PET, tau-PET and future atrophy La Joie et al, 
Sci. Transl. Med (in press)



Conclusions

• Early multifocal Aβ PET changes in multimodal association areas
• Tau PET signal spreads connectivity based from initial epicenter 
• Neocortical tau PET signal almost exclusively observed in Aβ+ persons
• Degree of Aβ dependence for tau PET spread is largely unknown
• Tau (> than Aβ) is intimately linked to neurodegeneration

à Peak into the future
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Fisher z transform

GROUP 
LEVEL

INDIVIDUAL 
PATIENT

Baseline PIB to atrophy
Mean Z(r) = 0.183 
à 3% shared variance

Baseline FTP to atrophy
Mean Z(r) = 0.780 
à 43% shared variance

At the individual level, baseline FTP pattern predicts the pattern of subsequent atrophy

Baseline Follow-up
PIB FTP MRI MRI

Aβ-PET, tau-PET and future atrophy La Joie et al, 
Sci. Transl. Med (in press)



CDR 1, CDR-SB 4.5, MMSE 27 
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Connectivity-Based Forecasts of Spreading Brain Atrophy 

Brown et al. (2019) Neuron

Behavioral variant FTD Semantic variant PPA
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